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Survey Results
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Merit of CHC Petition to FDA
By John Mack
Pharma Marketing Network is hosting an online survey asking respondents’ opinions regarding the CHC
petition. The following are preliminary results from that survey. The survey will continue through May 30,
2006. Give us your opinion online at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=584891966082.
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FIGURE 1: How likely or unlikely, in your opinion, is it that the
FDA will adopt such an amendment to its regulation of DTC
advertising?

Merit vs Likelihood of Adoption
When asked “In your opinion, does this
proposal have merit?,” 50% of
respondents said “Yes” and 50% said
“No.” However, when asked “How likely
or unlikely, in your opinion, is it that the
FDA will adopt such an amendment to
its regulation of DTC advertising?”, none
said it was “very likely”, only 7% said it
was “somewhat likely” whereas 14%
said it was “somewhat unlikely” and 71%
said it was “very unlikely” (see FIG. 1).

Some Comments from Survey Respondents
“Eliminating risk information from advertising will make the public trust pharma less, not more. While there
are certainly problems with current risk provision, audiences feel that advertising without risk information
is unbalanced. This proposal runs counter to the current trend in DTC advertising with pharmaceutical
companies providing more informative advertising.”
“It is absurd to require specific DTC disclosure for products that are available only through an informed
intermediary. To insist that risks be disclosed directly to potential patients, is an abject lack of respect for
prescribing professionals and the healthcare system.”
“I hope the FDA does not yield to industry pressure to remove these warnings. Doctors do not have the
time nor inclination to warn patients. Patients are being led by the nose into believing that drugs are
completely safe. This proposal would make it even easier to have patients continue in their delusion. It's
dishonest, unethical, and meant only to manipulate patients into demanding specific drugs from their
doctors.”
“Irrational thinking in today's world of moving toward patient/consumer-directed health care; if anything,
health information needs are heightened to weigh risk/benefit in making informed decisions on health
care matters. Balanced information applies to not only decisions about drugs -- it extends to devices,
procedures, plan benefits, etc.”
“They already feel that there needs to be more effective declaration of issues. Smoking warnings have
only grown in presence, yet everyone knows they are worthless.”
“One advertising network chairman said this was done to because 'great advertising' required clear
messages...well, the message here is loud and clear: ad agencies involved in this are trying to re-shape
the PhRMA DTC guidelines to their benefit, where the real point is to shape them to the benefit of the
patient and consumer. It also is absurd to think a doctor has time to go over all the information a patient
needs in their time-squeezed environment.”
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“Thin-slicing the petition leads me to the (albeit cynical) view that this is a transparently veiled tactic to
protect the massive earnings that could potentially be lost if FDA regulation on DTC is tightened/becomes
more restrictive. Why not simplify the entire proposal to an old bit of Latin: caveat emptor.”
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